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Abstract—With the recent renaissance of deep convolution neural networks, encouraging breakthroughs have been achieved on the supervised recognition tasks, where each class has sufficient training data and fully annotated training data. However, to scale the recognition to a large number of classes with few or now training samples for each class remains an unsolved problem. One approach to scaling up the recognition is to develop models capable of recognizing unseen categories without any training instances, or zero-shot recognition/learning. This article provides a comprehensive review of existing zero-shot recognition techniques covering various aspects ranging from representations of models, and from datasets and evaluation settings. We also overview related recognition tasks including one-shot and open set recognition which can be used as natural extensions of zero-shot recognition when limited number of class samples become available or when zero-shot recognition is implemented in a real-world setting. Importantly, we highlight the limitations of existing approaches and point out future research directions in this existing new research area.

Index Terms—life-long learning, zero-shot recognition, one-shot learning, open-set recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humans can distinguish at least 30,000 basic object categories [1] and many more subordinate ones (e.g., breeds of dogs). They can also create new categories dynamically from few examples or purely based on high-level description. In contrast, most existing computer vision techniques require hundreds, if not thousands, of labelled samples for each object class in order to learn a recognition model. Inspired by humans’ ability to recognize without seeing examples, the research area of learning to learn or lifelong learning [2], [3], [4] has received increasing interests. These studies aim to intelligently apply previously learned knowledge to help future recognition tasks. In particular, a major topic in this research area is building recognition models capable of recognizing novel visual categories that have no associated labelled training samples (i.e., zero-shot learning), few training examples (i.e. one-shot learning), and recognizing the visual categories under an ‘open-set’ setting where the testing instance could belong to either seen or unseen/novel categories.

These problems can be solved under the setting of transfer learning. Typically, transfer learning emphasizes the transfer of knowledge across domains, tasks, and distributions that are similar but not the same. Transfer learning [5] refers to the problem of applying the knowledge learned in one or more auxiliary tasks/domains/sources to develop an effective model for a target task/domain.

To recognize zero-shot categories in the target domain, one has to utilize the information learned from source domain. Unfortunately, it may be difficult for existing methods of domain adaptation [6] to be directly applied on these tasks, since there are only few training instances available on target domain. Thus the key challenge is to learn domain-invariant and generalizable feature representation and/or recognition models usable in the target domain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We give an overview of zero-shot recognition in Sec. II. The semantic representations and common models of zero-shot recognition have been reviewed in Sec. III and Sec. IV respectively. Next, we discuss the recognition tasks beyond zero-shot recognition in Sec. V including generalized zero-shot recognition, open-set recognition and one-shot recognition. The commonly used datasets are discussed in Sec. VI and we also discuss the problems of using these datasets to conduct zero-shot recognition. Finally, we suggest some future research directions in Sec. VII and conclude the paper in Sec. VIII.

II. OVERVIEW OF ZERO-SHOT RECOGNITION

Zero-shot recognition can be used in a variety of research areas, such as neural decoding from fMRI images [7], face verification [8], object recognition [9], video understanding [10], [11], [12], [13], and natural language processing [14]. The tasks of identifying classes without any observed data is called zero-shot learning. Specifically, in the settings of zero-shot recognition, the recognition model should leverage training data from source/auxiliary dataset/domain to identify the unseen target/testing dataset/domain. Thus the main challenge of zero-shot recognition is how to generalize the recognition models to identify the novel object categories without accessing any labelled instances of these categories.

The key idea underpinning zero-shot recognition is to explore and exploit the knowledge of how an unseen class (in target domain) is semantically related to the seen classes (in the source domain). We explore the relationship of seen and unseen classes in Sec. III through the use of intermediate-level semantic representations. These semantic representation are typically encoded in a high dimensional vector space. The common semantic representations include semantic attributes (Sec. III-A) and semantic word vectors (Sec. III-B), encoding linguistic context. The semantic representation is assumed to be shared between the auxiliary/source and target/test dataset. Given a pre-defined semantic representation, each class name
can be represented by an attribute vector or a semantic word vector – a representation termed class prototype.

Because the semantic representations are universal and shared, they can be exploited for knowledge transfer between the source and target datasets (Sec. [IV], in order to enable recognition novel unseen classes. A projection function mapping visual features to the semantic representations is typically learned from the auxiliary data, using an embedding model (Sec. [IV-A]). Each unlabelled target class is represented in the same embedding space using a class ‘prototype’. Each projected target instance is then classified, using the recognition model, by measuring similarity of projection to the class prototypes in the embedding space (Sec. [IV-B]). Additionally, under an open set setting where the test instances could belong to either the source or target categories, the instances of target sets can also be taken as outliers of the source data; therefore novelty detection needs to be employed first to determine whether a testing instance is on the manifold of source categories; and if it is not, it will be further classified into one of the target categories.

The zero-shot recognition can be considered a type of life-long learning. For example, when reading a description ‘flightless birds living almost exclusively in Antarctica’, most of us know and can recognize that it is referring to a penguin, even though most people have never seen a penguin in their life. In cognitive science, studies explain that humans are able to learn new concepts by extracting intermediate semantic representation or high-level descriptions (i.e., flightless, bird, living in Antarctica) and transferring knowledge from known sources (other bird classes, e.g., swan, canary, cockatoo and so on) to the unknown target (penguin). That is the reason why humans are able to understand new concepts with no (zero-shot recognition) or only few training samples (few-shot recognition). This ability is termed “learning to learn”.

More interestingly, humans can recognize newly created categories from few examples or merely based on high-level description, e.g., they are able to easily recognize the video event named “Germany World Cup winner celebrations 2014” which, by definition, did not exist before July 2014. To teach machines to recognize the numerous visual concepts dynamically created by combining multitude of existing concepts, one would require an exponential set of training instances for a supervised learning approach. As such, the supervised approach would struggle with the one-off and novel concepts such as “Germany World Cup winner celebrations 2014”, because no positive video samples would be available before July 2014 when Germany finally beat Argentina to win the Cup. Therefore, zero-shot recognition is crucial for recognizing dynamically created novel concepts which are composed of new combinations of existing concepts. With zero-shot learning, it is possible to construct a classifier for “Germany World Cup winner celebrations 2014”by transferring knowledge from related visual concepts with ample training samples, e.g., “FC Bayern Munich - Champions of Europe 2013” and “Spain World Cup winner celebrations 2010”.

### III. Semantic Representations in Zero-shot Recognition

In this section, we review the semantic representations used for zero-shot recognition. These representations can be categorized into two categories, namely, semantic attributes and beyond. We briefly review relevant papers in Table I.

#### A. Semantic Attributes

An attribute (e.g., has wings) refers to the intrinsic characteristic that is possessed by an instance or a class (e.g., bird) (Fu et al. [11]), or indicates properties (e.g., spotted) or annotations (e.g., has a head) of an image or an object (Lampert et al. [9]). Attributes describe a class or an instance, in contrast to the typical classification, which names an instance. Farhadi et al. [17] learned a richer set of attributes including parts, shape, materials and etc. Another commonly used methodology (e.g., in human action recognition (Liu et al. [12]), and in attribute and object-based modeling (Wang et al. [18])) is to take the attribute labels as latent variables on the training dataset, e.g., in the form of a structured latent SVM model with the objective is to minimize prediction loss. The attribute description of an instance or a category is useful as a semantically meaningful intermediate representation bridging a gap between low level features and high level class concepts (Palatucci et al. [7]).

The attribute learning approaches have emerged as a promising paradigm for bridging the semantic gap and addressing data sparsity through transferring attribute knowledge in image and video understanding tasks. A key advantage of attribute learning is to provide an intuitive mechanism for multi-task learning (Salakhutdinov et al. [19]) and transfer learning (Hwang et al. [20]). Particularly, attribute learning enables the learning with few or zero instances of each class via attribute sharing, i.e., zero-shot and one-shot learning. Specifically, the challenge of zero-shot recognition is to recognize unseen visual object categories without any training exemplars of the unseen class. This requires the knowledge transfer of semantic information from auxiliary (seen) classes, with example images, to unseen target classes.

Later works (Parikh et al. [21], Kovashka et al. [22] and Berg et al. [23]) extended the unary/binary attributes to compound attributes, which makes them extremely useful for information retrieval (e.g., by allowing complex queries such as “Asian women with short hair, big eyes and high cheekbones”) and identification (e.g., finding an actor whose name you forgot, or an image that you have misplaced in a large collection).

In a broader sense, the attribute can be taken as one special type of “subjective visual property” [24], which indicates the task of estimating continuous values representing visual properties observed in an image/video. These properties are also examples of attributes, including image/video interestingness [25], [26], memorability [27], [28], aesthetic [29], and human-face age estimation [30], [31]. Image interestingness was studied in Gygli et al. [25], which showed that three cues contribute the most to interestingness: aesthetics, unusualness/novelty and general preferences; the last of which refers to the fact that people, in general, find certain types
of scenes more interesting than others, for example, outdoor-natural vs. indoor-manmade. Jiang et al. [26] evaluated different features for video interestingness prediction from crowd-sourced pairwise comparisons. ACM International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval (ICMR) 2017 published special issue (“multimodal understanding of subjective properties”) on the applications of multimedia analysis for subjective property understanding, detection and retrieval. These subjective visual properties can be used as an intermediate representation for zero-shot recognition as well as other visual recognition tasks, e.g., people can be recognized by the description of how pale their skin complexion is and/or how chubby their face looks [21]. In the next subsections, we will briefly review different types of attributes.

1) User-defined Attributes: User-defined attributes are defined by human experts [32], [9], or a concept ontology [11]. Different tasks may also necessitate and contain distinctive attributes, such as facial and clothes attributes [18], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], attributes of biological traits (e.g., age and gender) [38], [39], product attributes (e.g., size, color, price) [40] and 3D shape attributes [41]. Such attributes transcend the specific learning tasks and are, typically, pre-learned independently across different categories, thus allowing transferance of knowledge to zero-shot, one-shot and multi-task learning [40], or be directly employed for advanced applications, such as clothes recommendation [18].

Ferrari et al. [44] studied some elementary properties such as colour and/or geometric pattern. From human annotations, they proposed a generative model for learning simple color and texture attributes. The attribute can be either viewed as unary (e.g., red colour, round texture), or binary (e.g., black/white stripes). The ‘unary’ attributes are simple attributes, whose characteristic properties are captured by individual image segments (appearance for red, shape for round). In contrast, the ‘binary’ attributes are more complex attributes, whose basic element is a pair of segments (e.g., black/white stripes).

2) Relative Attributes: Attributes discussed above use single value to represent the strength of an attribute being possessed by one instance/class; they can indicate properties (e.g., spotted) or annotations of images or objects. In contrast, relative information, in the form of relative attributes, can be used as a more informative way to express richer semantic meaning and thus better represent visual information. The relative attributes can be directly used for zero-shot recognition [21].

Relative attributes (Parikh et al. [21]) were first proposed in order to learn a ranking function capable of predicting the relative semantic strength of a given attribute. The annotators give pairwise comparisons on images and a ranking function is then learned to estimate relative attribute values for unseen images as ranking scores. These relative attributes are learned as a form of richer representation, corresponding to the strength of visual properties, and used in a number of tasks including visual recognition with sparse data, interactive image search (Kovashka et al. [22]), semi-supervised (Shrivastava et al. [45]) and active learning (Biswas et al. [46], [47]) of visual categories. Kovashka et al. [22] proposed a novel model of feedback for image search where users can interactively adjust the properties of exemplar images by using relative attributes in order to best match his/her ideal queries.

Fu et al. [24] extended the relative attributes to “subjective visual properties” and proposed a learning-to-rank model of pruning the annotation outliers/errors in crowd-sourced pairwise comparisons. Given only weakly-supervised pairwise image comparisons, Singh et al. [48] developed an end-to-end deep convolutional network to simultaneously localize and rank relative visual attributes. The localization branch in [48] is adapted from the spatial transformer network [49].

3) Data-driven attributes: The attributes are usually defined by extra knowledge of either expert users or concept ontology. To better augment such user-defined attributes, Parikh et al. [50] proposed a novel approach to actively augment the vocabulary of attributes to both help resolve intra-class confusions of new attributes and coordinate the “name-ability” and “discriminativeness” of candidate attributes. However, such user-defined attributes are far from enough to model the complex visual data. The definition process can still be either inefficient (costing substantial effort of user experts) and/or insufficient (descriptive properties may not be discriminative). To tackle such problems, it is necessary to automatically discover more discriminative intermediate representations from visual data, i.e. data-driven attributes. The data-driven attributes can be used in zero-shot recognition tasks [12], [11].

Despite previous efforts, an exhaustive space of attributes is unlikely to be available, due to the expense of ontology creation, and a simple fact that semantically obvious attributes, for humans, do not necessarily correspond to the space of detectable and discriminative attributes. One method of collecting labels for large scale problems is to use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [73]. However, even with excellent quality assurance, the results collected still exhibit strong label noise. Thus label-noise [51] is a serious issue in learning from either AMT, or existing social meta-data. More subtly, even with an exhaustive ontology, only a subset of concepts from the ontology are likely to have sufficient annotated training examples, so the portion of the ontology which is effectively usable for learning, may be much smaller. This inspired the works of automatically mining the attributes from data.

Data-driven attributes have only been explored in a few previous works. Liu et al. [12] employed an information theoretic approach to infer the data-driven attributes from training examples by building a framework based on a latent SVM formulation. They directly extended the attribute concepts in images to comparable “action attributes” in order to better recognize human actions. Attributes are used to represent human actions from videos and enable the construction of more descriptive models for human action recognition. They augmented user-defined attributes with data-driven attributes to better differentiate existing classes. Farhadi et al. [17] also learned user-defined and data-driven attributes.

The data-driven attribute works in [12], [17], [24] are limited. First, they learn the user-defined and data-driven

attributes separately, rather than jointly in the same framework. Therefore data-driven attributes may re-discover the patterns that exist in the user-defined attributes. Second, the data-driven attributes are mined from data and we do not know the corresponding semantic attribute names for the discovered attributes. For those reasons, usually data-driven attributes cannot be directly used in zero-shot learning. These limitations inspired the works of [11], [13]. Fu et al. [11], [13] addressed the tasks of understanding multimedia data with sparse and incomplete labels. Particularly, they studied the videos of social group activities by proposing a novel scalable probabilistic topic model for learning a semi-latent attribute space. The learned multi-modal semi-latent attributes can enable multi-task learning, one-shot learning and zero-shot learning. Habibian et al. [52] proposed a new type of video representation by learning the “VideoStory” embedding from videos and corresponding descriptions. This representation can also be interpreted as data-driven attributes. The work won the best paper award in ACM Multimedia 2014.

4) Video Attributes: Most existing studies on attributes focus on object classification from static images. Another line of work instead investigates attributes defined in videos, i.e., video attributes, which are very important for corresponding video related tasks such as action recognition and activity understanding. Video attributes can correspond to a wide range of visual concepts such as objects (e.g., animal), indoor/outdoor scenes (e.g., meeting, snow), actions (e.g. blowing candle) and events (e.g., wedding ceremony), and so on. Compared to static image attributes, many video attributes can only be computed from image sequences and are more complex in that they often involve multiple objects.

Video attributes are closely related to video concept detection in Multimedia community. The video concepts in a video ontology can be taken as video attributes in zero-shot recognition. Depending on the ontology and models used, many approaches on video concept detection (Chang et al. [75], [76], Snoek et al. [84], Hauptmann et al. [53], Gan et al. [64] and Qin et al. [77]) can therefore be seen as addressing a sub-task of video attribute learning to solve zero-shot video event detection. Some works aim to automatically expand (e.g., Hauptmann et al. [53] and Tang et al. [58]) or enrich (Yang et al. [78]) the set of video tags [79], [55], [78] given a search query. In this case, the expanded/enriched tagging space has to be constrained by a fixed concept ontology, which may be very large and complex [55], [80], [81]. For example, there is a vocabulary space of over 20,000 tags in [55].

Zero-shot video event detection has also attracted large research attention recently. The video event is a higher level semantic entity and is typically composed of multiple concepts/video attributes. For example, a “birthday party” event consists of multiple concepts, e.g., “blowing candle” and “birthday cake”. The semantic correlation of video concepts has also been utilized to help predict the video event of interest, such as weakly supervised concepts [82], pairwise relationships of concepts (Gan et al. [65]) and general video understanding by object and scene semantics attributes [56], [57]. Note, a full survey of recent works on zero-shot video event detection is beyond the scope of this paper.

B. Semantic Representations Beyond Attributes

Besides the attributes, there are many other types of semantic representations, e.g. semantic word vector and concept ontology. Representations that are directly learned from textual descriptions of categories have also been investigated, such as semantic word vectors [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83], [84], knowledge graphs [61], [62].

1) Concept ontology: Concept ontology is directly used as the semantic representation alternative to attributes. For example, WordNet [86] is one of the most widely studied concept ontologies. It is a large-scale semantic ontology built from a large lexical dataset of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets) which indicate distinct concepts. The idea of semantic distance, defined by the WordNet ontology, is also used by Rohrbach et al. [61], [62] for transferring semantic information in zero-shot learning problems. They thoroughly evaluated many alternatives of semantic links between auxiliary and target classes by exploring linguistic bases such as WordNet, Wikipedia, Yahoo Web, Yahoo Image, and Flickr Image. Additionally, WordNet has been used for many vision problems. Fergus et al. [60] leveraged the WordNet ontology hierarchy to define semantic distance between any two categories for sharing labels in classification. The COSTA [65] model exploits the co-occurrences of visual concepts in images for knowledge transfer in zero-shot recognition.

2) Semantic word vectors: Recently, word vector approaches, based on distributed language representations, have gained popularity in zero-shot recognition [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71]. A user-defined semantic attribute space is pre-defined and each dimension of the space has a specific semantic meaning according to either human experts or concept ontology (e.g., one dimension could correspond to ‘has fur’, and another ‘has four legs’)[Sec. II-A]. In contrast, the semantic word vector space is trained from linguistic knowledge bases such as Wikipedia and UMBCWebBase using natural language processing models [71], [87]. As a result, although

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different Types of Attributes</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-defined attributes</td>
<td>[49], [11], [12], [43], [45], [38], [15], [39], [18], [83], [29], [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative attributes</td>
<td>[49], [11], [12], [43], [45], [38], [15], [39], [18], [83], [29], [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-driven attributes</td>
<td>[50], [51], [52], [53], [11], [12], [43], [45], [38], [15], [39], [18], [83], [29], [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video attributes</td>
<td>[50], [51], [52], [53], [11], [12], [43], [45], [38], [15], [39], [18], [83], [29], [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept ontology</td>
<td>[66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83], [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic word embedding</td>
<td>[66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83], [84]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEMANTIC REPRESENTATIONS FOR ZERO-SHOT RECOGNITION.
the relative positions of different visual concepts will have semantic meaning, e.g., a cat would be closer to a dog than a sofa, each dimension of the space does not have a specific semantic meaning. The language model is used to project each class’ textual name into this space. These projections can be used as prototypes for zero-shot learning. Socher et al. [15] learned a neural network model to embed each image into a 50-dimensional word vector semantic space, which was obtained using an unsupervised linguistic model [71] trained on Wikipedia text. The images from either known or unknown classes could be mapped into such word vectors and classified by finding the closest prototypical linguistic word in the semantic space.

Distributed semantic word vectors have been widely used for zero-shot recognition. Skip-gram model and CBOW model [87], [88] were trained from a large scale of text corpora to construct semantic word space. Different from the unsupervised linguistic model [71], distributed word vector representations facilitate modeling of syntactic and semantic regularities in language and enable vector-oriented reasoning and vector arithmetic. For example, \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Moscow"}) \) should be much closer to \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Russia"}) + \text{Vec}(\text{"capital"}) \) than \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Russia"}) \) or \( \text{Vec}(\text{"capital"}) \) in the semantic space. One possible explanation and intuition underlying these syntactic and semantic regularities is the distributional hypothesis [89], which states that a word’s meaning is captured by other words that co-occur with it. Frome et al. [70] further scaled such ideas to recognize large-scale datasets. They proposed a deep visual-semantic embedding model to map images into a rich semantic embedding space for large-scale zero-shot recognition. Fu et al. [69] showed that such a reasoning could be used to synthesize all different label combination prototypes in the semantic space and thus is crucial for multi-label zero-shot learning. More recent work of using semantic word embedding includes [66], [67], [68].

More interestingly, the vector arithmetic of semantic emotion word vectors is matching the psychological theories of Emotion, such as Ekman’s six pan-cultural basic emotions or Plutchik’s emotion. For example, \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Surprise"}) + \text{Vec}(\text{"Sadness"}) \) is very close to \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Disappointment"}) \); and \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Joy"}) + \text{Vec}(\text{"Trust"}) \) is very close to \( \text{Vec}(\text{"Love"}) \). Since there are usually thousands of words that can describe emotions, zero-shot emotion recognition has been also investigated in [72] and [10].

IV. MODELS FOR ZERO-SHOT RECOGNITION

With the help of semantic representations, zero-shot recognition can usually be solved by first learning an embedding model (Sec. [IV-A]) and then doing recognition (Sec. [IV-B]). To the best of our knowledge, a general ‘embedding’ formulation of zero-shot recognition was first introduced by Larochelle et al. [90]. They embedded handwritten character with a typed representation which further helped to recognize unseen classes.

The embedding models aim to establish connections between seen classes and unseen classes by projecting the low-level features of images/videos close to their corresponding semantic vectors (prototypes). Once the embedding is learned, from known classes, novel classes can be recognized based on the similarity of their prototype representations and predicted representations of the instances in the embedding space. The recognition model matches the projection of the image features against the unseen class prototypes (in the embedding space). In addition to discussing these models and recognition methods in Sec. [IV-A] and Sec. [IV-B] respectively, we will also discuss the potential problems encountered in zero-shot recognition models in Sec. [IV-C].

A. Embedding Models

1) Bayesian Models: The embedding models can be learned using a Bayesian formulation, which enables easy integration of prior knowledge of each type of attribute to compensate for limited supervision of novel classes in image and video understanding. A generative model is first proposed in Ferrari and Zisserman in [44] for learning simple color and texture attributes.

Lampert et al. [32], [9] is the first to study the problem of object recognition of categories for which no training examples are available. Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP) and Indirect Attribute Prediction (IAP) are the first two models for zero-shot recognition [32], [9]. DAP and IAP algorithms use a single model that first learns embedding using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and then does recognition using Bayesian formulation. The DAP and IAP further inspired later works that employ generative models to learn the embedding, including with topic models [13], [11], [91] and random forests [92]. We briefly describe the DAP and IAP models as follows,

- **DAP Model.** Assume the relation between known classes, \( y_1, ..., y_k \), unseen classes, \( z_1, ..., z_L \), and descriptive attributes \( a_1, ..., a_M \) is given by the matrix of binary associations values \( a_{mi} \) and \( a_{mi}^t \). Such a matrix encodes the presence/absence of each attribute in a given class. Extra knowledge is applied to define such an association matrix, for instance, by leveraging human experts (Lampert et al. [32], [9]), by consulting a concept ontology (Fu et al. [13]), or by semantic relatedness measured between class and attribute concepts (Rohrbach et al. [61]). In the training stage, the attribute classifiers are trained from the attribute annotations of known classes \( y_1, ..., y_k \). At the test stage, the posterior probability \( p(a_m | x) \) can be inferred for an individual attribute \( a_m \) in an image \( x \). To predict the class label of object class \( z \),

\[
p(z|x) = \sum_{a \in \{0,1\}^M} p(z|a)p(a|x) \tag{1}
\]

\[
= \frac{p(z)}{p(a^t)} \prod_{m=1}^{M} p(a_m|x)^{a_{mi}} \tag{2}
\]

- **IAP Model.** The DAP model directly learns attribute classifiers from the known classes, while the IAP model builds attribute classifiers by combining the probabilities of all associated known classes. It is also introduced as direct similarity-based model in Rohrbach et al. [61]. In the training step, we can learn the probabilistic multiclass classifier to estimate \( p(y_k | x) \) for all training classes.
y_1, ..., y_K$. Once $p(a|x)$ is estimated, we use it in the same way as in for DAP in zero-shot learning classification problems. In the testing step, we predict,

$$p(a_m|x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} p(a_m|y_k)p(y_k|x)$$

(3)

2) Semantic Embedding: Semantic embedding learns the mapping from visual feature space to the semantic space which has various semantic representations. As discussed in Sec. III-A, the attributes are introduced to describe objects; and the learned attributes may not be optimal for recognition tasks. To this end, Akata et al. [92] proposed the idea of label embedding that takes attribute-based image classification as a label-embedding problem by minimising the compatibility function between an image and a label embedding. In their work, a modified ranking objective function was derived from the WSABIE model [94]. As object-level attributes may suffer from the problems of the partial occlusions, scale changes of images, Li et al. [95] proposed learning and extracting attributes on segments containing the entire object; and then joint learning for simultaneous object classification and segment proposal ranking by attributes. They thus learned the embedding by the max-margin empirical risk over both the attributes on segments containing the entire object; and then joint learning for simultaneous object classification and segment proposal ranking by attributes. They thus learned the embedding by the max-margin empirical risk over both the class label as well as the segmentation quality. Other semantic embedding algorithms have also been investigated such as semi-supervised max-margin learning framework [96], [97], embedding algorithms have also been investigated such as semi-supervised max-margin learning framework [96], [97], latent SVM [67] or multi-task learning [20], [98], [99].

3) Embedding into Common Spaces: Besides the semantic embedding, the relationship of visual and semantic space can be learned by jointly exploring and exploiting a common intermediate space. Extensive efforts [84], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104] had been made towards this direction. Akata et al. [100] learned a joint embedding semantic space between attributes, text and hierarchical relationships. Ba et al. [84] employed text features to predict the output weights of both the convolutional and the fully connected layers in a deep convolutional neural network (CNN).

On one dataset, there may exist many different types of semantic representations. Each type of representation may contain complementary information. Fusing them can potentially improve the recognition performance. Thus several recent works studied different methods of multi-view embedding. Fu et al. [105] employed the semantic class label graph to fuse the scores of different semantic representations. Similarly label relation graphs have also been studied in [106] and significantly improved large-scale object classification in supervised and zero-shot recognition scenarios.

A number of successful approaches to learning a semantic embedding space reply on Canonical Component Analysis (CCA). Hardoon et al. [107] proposed a general, kernel CCA method, for learning semantic embedding of web images and their associated text. Such embedding enables a direct comparison between text and images. Many more works [108], [109], [110], [111] focused on modeling the images/videos and associated text (e.g., tags on Flickr/YouTube). Multi-view CCA is often exploited to provide unsupervised fusion of different modalities. Gong et al. [109] also investigated the problem of modeling Internet images and associated text or tags and proposed a three-view CCA embedding framework for retrieval tasks. Additional view allows their framework to outperform a number of two-view baselines on retrieval tasks. Qi et al. [112] proposed an embedding model for jointly exploring the functional relationships between text and image features for transferring inter-model and intra-model labels to help annotate the images. The inter-modal label transfer can be generalized to zero-shot recognition.

4) Deep Embedding: Most of recent zero-shot recognition models have to rely the state-of-the-art deep convolutional models to extract the image features. As one of the first works, DeViSE [70] extended the deep architecture to learn the visual and semantic embedding; and it can identify visual objects using both labeled image data as well as semantic information gleaned from unannotated text. ConSE [66] constructed the image embedding approach by mapping images into the semantic embedding space via convex combination of the class label embedding vectors. Both DeViSE and ConSE are evaluated on large-scale datasets, – ImageNet (ILSVRC) 2012 1K and ImageNet 2011 21K dataset.

To combine the visual and textual branches in the deep embedding, different loss functions can be considered, including margin-based losses [70], [103], or Euclidean distance loss [113], or least square loss [84]. Zhang et al. [114] employed the visual space as the embedding space and proposed an end-to-end deep learning architecture for zero-shot recognition. Their networks have two branches: visual encoding branch which uses convolutional neural network to encode the input image as a feature vector, and the semantic embedding branch which encodes the input semantic representation vector of each class which the corresponding image belonging to.

B. Recognition Models in the Embedding Space

Once the embedding model is learned, the testing instances can be projected into this embedding space. The recognition can be carried out by using different recognition models. The most common used one is nearest neighbour classifier which classify the testing instances by assigning the class label in terms of the nearest distances of the class prototypes against the projections of testing instances in the embedding space. Fu et al. [13] proposed semi-latent zero-shot learning algorithm to update the class prototypes by one step self-training.

Manifold information can be used in the recognition models in the embedding space. Fu et al. [115] proposed a hypergraph structure in their multi-view embedding space; and zero-shot recognition can be addressed by label propagation from unseen prototype instances to unseen testing instances. Changpinyo et al. [116] synthesized classifiers in the embedding space for zero-shot recognition. For multi-label zero-shot learning, the recognition models have to consider the co-occurrence/correlations of different semantic labels [63], [69], [117].

Latent SVM structure has also been used as the recognition models [118], [20]. Wang et al. [118] treated the object attributes as latent variables and learnt the correlations of attributes through an undirected graphical model. Hwang et al. [20] utilized a kernelized multi-task feature learning framework to learn the sharing features between objects and
C. Problems in Zero-shot Recognition

There are two intrinsic problems in zero-shot recognition, namely projection domain shift problem (Sec. IV-C1) and hubness problem (Sec. IV-C2).

1) Projection Domain Shift Problems: Projection domain shift problem in zero-shot recognition was first identified by Fu et al. [115]. This problem can be explained as follows: since the source and target datasets have different classes, the underlying data distribution of these classes may also differ. The projection functions learned on the source dataset, from visual space to the embedding space, without any adaptation to the target dataset, will cause an unknown shift/bias. Figure 1 from [115] gives a more intuitive illustration of this problem. It plots the 85D attribute space representation spanned by feature projections which is learned from source data, and class prototypes which are 85D binary attribute vectors. Zebra and Pig are one of auxiliary and target classes respectively; and the same 'hasTail' semantic attribute means very different visual appearance for Pig and Zebra. In the attribute space, directly using the projection functions learned from source datasets (e.g., Zebra) on the target datasets (e.g., Pig) will lead to a large discrepancy between the class prototype of the target class and the predicted semantic attribute projections.

To alleviate this problem, the transductive learning based approaches were proposed, to utilize the manifold information of the instances from unseen classes [115], [120], [121], [122], [123], [102]. Nevertheless, the transductive setting assumes that all the testing data can be accessed at once, which obviously is invalid if the new unseen classes appear dynamically and unavailable before learning models. Thus inductive learning base approaches [120], [116], [92], [105], [122] have also been studied and these methods usually enforce other additional constraints or information from the training data.

2) Hubness problem: The hubness problem is another interesting phenomenon that may be observed in zero-shot recognition. Essentially, hubness problem can be described as the presence of ‘universal’ neighbors, or hubs, in the space. Radovanovic et al. [124] was the first to study the hubness problem; in [124] a hypothesis is made that hubness is an inherent property of data distributions in the high dimensional vector space. Nevertheless, Low et al. [125] challenged this hypothesis and showed the evidence that hubness is rather a boundary effect or, more generally, an effect of a density gradient in the process of data generation. Interestingly, their experiments showed that the hubness phenomenon can also occur in low-dimensional space.

While causes for hubness are still under investigation, recent works [126], [127] noticed that the regression based zero-shot learning methods do suffer from this problem. To alleviate this problem, Dinu et al. [126] utilized the global distribution of feature instances of unseen data, i.e., in a transductive manner. In contrast, Yutaro et al. [127] addressed this problem in an inductive way by embedding the class prototypes into a visual feature space.

V. BEYOND ZERO-SHOT RECOGNITION

A. Generalized Zero-shot Recognition and Open-set Recognition

In conventional supervised learning tasks, it is taken for granted that the algorithms should take the form of “closed set” where all testing classes should be known at training time. The zero-shot recognition, in contrast, assumes that the source and target classes cannot be mixed; and that the testing data only come from the unseen classes. This assumption, of course, greatly and unrealistically simplifies the recognition tasks. To relax the settings of zero-shot recognition and investigate recognition tasks in a more generic setting, there are several tasks advocated beyond the conventional zero-shot recognition. In particular, generalized zero-shot recognition [128] and open set recognition tasks have been discussed recently [129], [130], [131], [132].

The generalized zero-shot recognition proposed in [128] broke the restricted nature of conventional zero-shot recognition and also included the training classes among the testing data. Chao et al. [128] showed that it is nontrivial and ineffective to directly extend the current zero-shot learning approaches to solve the generalized zero-shot recognition. Such a generalized setting, due to the more practical nature, is recommended as the evaluation settings for zero-shot recognition tasks [133].

Open-set recognition, in contrast, has been developed independently of zero-shot recognition. Initially, open set recognition aimed at breaking the limitation of “closed set” recognition setup. Specifically, the task of open set recognition tries to identify the class name of an image from a very large set of classes, which includes but is not limited to training classes. The open set recognition can be roughly divided into two subgroups.

1) Conventional open set recognition: First formulated in [134], [135], [130], [129], the conventional open set recognition only identifies whether the testing images come from the training classes or some unseen classes. This category of methods do not explicitly predict from which out of unseen
classes the testing instance, from the unseen classes, belongs to. In such a setting, the conventional open set recognition is also known as incremental learning [136], [137], [138].

2) Generalized open set recognition: The key difference from the conventional open set recognition is that the generalized open set recognition also needs to explicitly predict the semantic meaning (class) of testing instances even from the unseen novel classes. This task was first defined and evaluated in [131], [132] on the tasks of object categorization. The generalized open set recognition can be taken as a most general version of zero-shot recognition, where the classifiers are trained from training instances of limited training classes, whilst the learned classifiers are required to classify the testing instances from a very large set of open vocabulary, say, 310 K class vocabulary in [131], [132]. Conceptually similar, there are vast variants of generalized open-set recognition tasks which have been studied in other research community such as, open-vocabulary object retrieval [139], [140], open-world person re-identification [141] or searching targets [135], open vocabulary scene parsing [152].

B. One-shot recognition

A closely-related problem to zero-shot learning is one-shot or few-shot learning problem – instead of apart from having only textual description of the new classes, one-shot learning assumes that there are one or few training samples for each class. Similar to zero-shot recognition, one-shot recognition is inspired by fact that humans are able to learn new object categories from one or very few examples [143], [144]. Existing one-shot learning approaches can be divided into two groups: the direct supervised learning based approaches and the transfer learning based approaches.

1) Direct Supervised Learning-based Approaches: Early approaches do not assume that there exist a set of auxiliary classes which are related and/or have ample training samples whereby transferable knowledge can be extracted to compensate for the lack of training samples. Instead, the target classes are used to trained a standard classifier using supervised learning. The simplest method is to employ nonparametric models such as kNN which are not restricted by the number of training samples. However, without any learning, the distance metric used for kNN is often inaccurate. To overcome this problem, metric embedding can be learned and then used for kNN classification [145]. Other approaches attempt to synthesize more training samples to augment the small training dataset [146], [147], [148], [144]. However, without knowledge transfer from other classes, the performance of direct supervised learning based approaches is typically weak. Importantly, these models cannot meet the requirement of lifelong learning, that is, when new unseen classes are added, the learned classifier should still be able to recognize the seen existing classes.

2) Transfer Learning-based One-shot Recognition: This category of approaches follow a similar setting to zero-shot learning, that is, they assume that an auxiliary set of training data from different classes exist. They explore the paradigm of learning to learn [16] or meta-learning [149] and aim to transfer knowledge from the auxiliary dataset to the target dataset with one or few examples per class. These approaches differ in (i) what knowledge is transferred and (ii) how the knowledge is represented. Specifically, the knowledge can be extracted and shared in the form of model prior in a generative model [150], [151], [152], features [153], [154], [155], [156], [157], [158], semantic attributes [13], [9], [12], [21], or contextual information [159]. Many of these approaches take a similar strategy as the existing zero-shot learning approaches and transfer knowledge via a shared embedding space. Embedding space can typically be formulated using neural networks (e.g., siamese network [160], [161]), discriminative (e.g., Support Vector Regressors (SVR) [17], [9], [162]), metric learning [163], [164], or kernel embedding [165], [154] methods. Particularly, one of most common embedding ways is semantic embedding which is normally explored by projecting the visual features and semantic entities into a common new space. Such projections can take various forms with corresponding loss functions, such as SJE [100], WSABIE [166], ALE [93], DeViSE [70], and CCA [102].

More recently deep meta-learning has received increasing attention for few-shot learning [167], [168], [161], [169], [52], [141], [170], [171], [172]. Wang et al. [172] proposed the idea of one-shot adaptation by automatically learning a generic, category agnostic transformation from models learned from few samples to models learned from large enough sample sets. A model-agnostic meta-learning framework is proposed by Finn et al. [174] which trains a deep model from the auxiliary dataset with the objective that the learned model can be effectively updated/fine-tuned on the new classes with one or few gradient steps. Note that similar to the generalised zero-shot learning setting, recently the problem of adding new classes to a deep neural network whilst keeping the ability to recognise the old classes have been attempted [175]. However, the problem of lifelong learning and progressively adding new classes with few-shot remains an unsolved problem.

VI. DATASETS IN ZERO-SHOT RECOGNITION

This section summarizes the datasets used for zero-shot recognition. Recently with the increasing number of proposed zero-shot recognition algorithms, Xian et al. [133] compared and analyzed a significant number of the state-of-the-art methods in depth and they defined a new benchmark by unifying both the evaluation protocols and data splits. The details of these datasets are listed in Tab. 1.

A. Standard Datasets

1) Animal with Attribute (AwA) dataset [32]: AwA consists of the 50 Osher-son/Kemp animal category images collected online. There are 30,475 images with at least 92 examples of each class. Seven different feature types are provided: RGB color histograms, SIFT [176], rgSIFT [177], PHOG [178], SURF [179], local self-similarity histograms [180] and De-Caf [181]. The AwA dataset defines 50 classes of animals, and 85 associated attributes (such as furry, and has claws). For the consistent evaluation of attribute-based object classification methods, the AwA dataset defined 10 test classes: chimpanzee, giant panda, hippopotamus, humpback whale, leopard, pig,
The 6,180 images of those classes are taken as the test data, whereas the 24,295 images of the remaining 40 classes can be used for training. Since the images in AwA are not available under a public license, Xian et al. introduced another new zero-shot learning dataset – Animals with Attributes 2 (AWA2) dataset with 37,322 publicly licensed and released images from the same 50 classes and 85 attributes as AwA.

2) aPascal-aYahoo dataset: aPascal-aYahoo has a 12,695-image subset of the PASCAL VOC 2008 data set with 20 object classes (aPascal); and 2,644 images that were collected using the Yahoo image search engine (aYahoo) of 12 object classes. Each image in this data set has been annotated with 64 binary attributes that characterize the visible objects.

3) CUB-200-2011 dataset: CUB-200-2011 contains 11,788 images of 200 bird classes. This is a more challenging dataset than AwA – it is designed for fine-grained recognition and has more classes but fewer images. All images are annotated with bounding boxes, part locations, and attribute labels. Images and annotations were filtered by multiple users of Amazon Mechanical Turk. CUB-200-2011 is used as the benchmarks dataset for multi-class categorization and part localization. Each class is annotated with 312 binary attributes derived from the bird species ontology. A typical setting is to use 150 classes as auxiliary data, holding out 50 as target data, which is the setting adopted in Akata et al.

4) Outdoor Scene Recognition (OSR) Dataset: OSR consists of 2,688 images from 8 categories and 6 attributes (‘openness’, ‘natural’, etc.) and an average 426 labelled pairs for each attribute from 240 training images. Graphs constructed are thus extremely sparse. Pairwise attribute annotation was collected by AMT (Kovashka et al.). Each pair was labelled by 5 workers to average the comparisons by majority voting. Each image also belongs to a scene type.

5) Public Figure Face Database (PubFig): PubFig is a large face dataset of 58,797 images of 200 people collected from the internet. Parikh et al. selected a subset of PubFig consisting of 772 images from 8 people and 11 attributes (‘smiling’, ‘round face’, etc.). We annotate this subset as PubFig-sub. The pairwise attribute annotation was collected by Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each pair was labelled by 5 workers. A total of 241 training images for PubFig-sub respectively were labelled. The average number of compared pairs per attribute were 418.

6) SUN attribute dataset: This is a subset of the SUN Database for fine-grained scene categorization and it has 14,340 images from 717 classes (20 images per class). Each image is annotated with 102 binary attributes that describe the scenes’ material and surface properties as well as lighting conditions, functions, affordances, and general image layout.

7) Unstructured Social Activity Attribute (USAA) dataset: USAA is the first benchmark video attribute dataset for social activity video classification and annotation. The ground-truth attributes are annotated for 8 semantic class videos of Columbia Consumer Video (CCV) dataset, and select 100 videos per-class for training and testing respectively. These classes were selected as the most complex social group activities. By referring to the existing work on video ontology, the 69 attributes can be divided into five broad classes: actions, objects, scenes, sounds, and camera movement. Directly using the ground-truth attributes as input to a SVM, the videos can come with 86.9% classification accuracy. This illustrates the challenge of USAA dataset: while the attributes are informative, there is sufficient intra-class variability in the attribute-space, and even perfect knowledge of the instance-level attributes is also insufficient for perfect classification.

8) ImageNet datasets: ImageNet has been used in several different papers with relatively different settings. The original ImageNet dataset has been proposed in [188]. The full set of ImageNet contains over 15 million labeled high-resolution images belonging to roughly 22,000 categories and labelled by human annotators using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowd-sourcing tool. Starting in 2010, as part of the Pascal Visual Object Challenge, an annual competition called the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) has been held. ILSVRC uses a subset of ImageNet with roughly 1,000 images in each of 1,000 categories. In [21], [61], Robbretch et al. split the ILSVRC 2010 data into 800/200 classes for source/target data. In [131], Fu et al. employed the training data of ILSVRC 2012 as the source data; and the testing part of ILSVRC 2012 as well as the data of ILSVRC 2010 as the target data. The full sized ImageNet data has been used in [116], [70], [66].

9) Oxford 102 Flower dataset: Oxford 102 is a collection of 102 groups of flowers each with 40 to 256 flower images, and total 8,189 images in total. The flowers were chosen from the common flower species in the United Kingdom. Elhoseiny et al. generated textual descriptions for each class of this dataset.

10) UCF101 dataset: UCF101 is another popular benchmark for human action recognition in videos, which consists of 13,320 video clips (27 hours in total) with 101 annotated classes. More recently, the THUMOS-2014 Action Recognition Challenge created a benchmark by extending upon the UCF-101 dataset (used as the training set). Additional videos were collected from the Internet, including 2,500 background videos, 1,000 validation and 1,574 test videos.

11) Fudan-Columbia Video Dataset (FCVID): FCVID contains 91,223 web videos annotated manually into 239 categories. Categories cover a wide range of topics (not only activities), such as social events (e.g., tailgate party), procedural events (e.g., making cake), object appearances (e.g., panda) and scenic videos (e.g., beach). Standard split consists of 45,611 videos for training and 45,612 videos for testing.

12) ActivityNet dataset: ActivityNet is another large-scale video dataset for human activity recognition and understanding and released in 2015. It consisted of 27,801 video clips annotated into 203 activity classes, totaling 849 hours of video. Comparing with existing dataset, ActivityNet has more fine-grained action categories (e.g., “drinking beer” and “drinking coffee”). ActivityNet had the settings of both trimmed and untrimmed videos of its classes.
B. Discussion of Datasets.

In Tab. [II], we roughly divide all the datasets into three groups: general image classification, fine-grained image classification and video classification datasets. These datasets have been employed widely as the benchmark datasets in many previous works. However, we believe that when making a comparison with the other existing methods on these datasets, there are several issues that should be discussed.

1) Features: With the renaissance of deep convolutional neural networks, deep features of images/videos have been used for zero-shot recognition. Note that different types of deep features (e.g., Overfeat [194], VGG-19 [195], or ResNet [196]) have varying level of semantic abstraction and representation ability; and even the same type of deep features, if fine-tuned on different dataset and with slightly different parameters, will also have different representative ability. Thus it should be obvious, without using the same type of features, it is not possible to conduct a fair comparisons among different methods and draw any meaningful conclusion. Importantly it is possible that the improved performance of one zero shot recognition could be largely attributed to the better deep features used.

2) Auxiliary data: As mentioned, zero-shot recognition can be formulated in a transfer learning setting. The size and quality of auxiliary data can be very important for the overall performance of zero-shot recognition. Note that these auxiliary data do not only include the auxiliary source image/video dataset, but also refer to the data to extract/train the concept ontology, or semantic word vectors. For example, the semantic word vectors trained on large-scale linguistic articles, in general, are better semantically distributed than those trained on small sized linguistic corpus. Similarly, GloVe [197] is reported to be better than the skip-gram and CBOW models [88]. Therefore, to make a fair comparison with existing works, another important factor is to use the same set of auxiliary data.

3) Evaluation: For many datasets, there is no agreed source/target splits for zero-shot evaluation. Xian et al. [133] suggested a new benchmark by unifying both the evaluation protocols and data splits.

VII. Future Research Directions

1) More Generalized and Realistic Setting: From the detailed review of existing zero-shot learning methods, it is clear that overall the existing efforts have been focused on a rather restrictive and impractical setting: classification is required for new object classes only and the new unseen classes, though having no training sample present, are assumed to be known. In reality, one wants to progressively add new classes to the existing classes. Importantly, this needs to be achieved without jeopardizing the ability of the model to recognize existing seen classes. Furthermore, we cannot assume that the new samples will only come from a set of known unseen classes. Rather, they can only be assumed to belong to either existing seen classes, known unseen classes, or unknown unseen classes. We therefore foresee a more generalized setting will be adopted by the future zero-shot learning work.

2) Combining Zero-shot with Few-shot Learning: As mentioned earlier, the problems of zero-shot and few-shot learning are closely related and as a result, many existing methods use the same or similar models. However, it is somewhat surprising to note that no serious efforts have been taken to address these two problems jointly. In particular, zero-shot learning would typically not consider the possibility of having few training samples, while few-shot learning ignores the fact that the textual description/human knowledge about the new class is always there to be exploited. A few existing zero-shot learning methods [131], [13], [198], [85] have included few-shot learning experiments. However, they typically use a naive kNN approach, that is, each class prototype is treated as a training sample and together with the k-shot, this becomes a k+1-shot recognition problem. However, as shown by existing zero-shot learning methods [115], the prototype is worth far more that one training sample; it thus should be treated differently. We thus expect a future direction on extending the existing few-shot learning methods by incorporating the prototype as a ‘super’-shot to improve the model learning.

3) Beyond object categories: So far the current zero-shot learning efforts are limited to recognizing object categories. However, visual concepts can have far complicated relationships than object categories. In particular beyond ob-
jectors/nouns, attributes/adjectives are important visual concepts. When combined with objects, the same attribute often has different meaning, e.g., the concept of ‘yellow’ in yellow face and a yellow banana clearly differs. Zero-shot learning attributes with associated objects is thus an interesting future research direction.

4) Curriculum learning: In a lifelong learning setting, a model will incrementally learn to recognise new classes whilst keep the capacity for existing classes. A related problem is thus how to select the more suitable new classes to learn given the existing classes. It has been shown that \[138, 199, 200\] the sequence of adding different classes have a clear impact on the model performance. It is therefore useful to investigate how to incorporate the curriculum learning principles in designing a zero-shot learning strategy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reviewed the recent advances in zero shot recognition. Firstly different types of semantic representations are examined and compared; the models used in zero shot learning have also been investigated. Next, beyond zero shot recognition, one-shot and open set recognition are identified as two very important related topics and thus reviewed. Finally, the common used datasets in zero-shot recognition have been reviewed with a number of issues in existing evaluations of zero-shot recognition methods discussed. We also point out a number of research direction which we believe will the focus of the future zero-shot recognition studies.
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